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Linguistic studies of English as it is used in Sri Lanka have over the years
distinguished a variety that lias been variously labelled "Ceylon English",
'Lankan English" and "SJ.'i Lankan English." Studies of and references to

this variety iit H.A. Passe (1948) and (1955), Doric de Souza (1969), John
Halverson (1966), Thiru Kandiah (1965), (1973), (1978) and (1979), and Chitra
Fernando (1976) have discussed its phonology, grammar, syntax, vocabulary'
and stylistic features. ' ' ,

In the present paper, 'Lsuggest that Sri Lankan English! is in a state of
_ change today. I outline the main aspects of'this change.rand makea 'detailed

study of the way it is .reflected in the phonology of SLE; Such changes demarcate
today's variety of SLE from the variety of the above descriptions. On the other
hand, today's variety is also distinct from the semi-formed varieties of English
used by Sinhala learners.s '

, Before analysing the changes that are taking place today,it is necessary to
summarise the main features of the earlier variety of SLE. In this summary, I
draw largely on descriptions givenin Kandiah (1979) and Chitra Fernando
(1976); keeping closest to the analysis. given by Kandiah, who makes the points
that this variety is' "an independent and viable native linguistic organism which
has its own distinctive format and organisation and which its habitual users
acquired in that form as a first language.'?

Summary of Earlier Variety of SLE.

First, SLE is a variety that is used as an L 1by a large number of' its users.
Kandiah (1979) claims "to begin with, Lankan Englishis by no means a foreign
or second language, inany real senseof these terms, to a considerable number'
of its users who determine its distinctive nature."? In ·support of' this.claim he
quotes figuresgiven in W. A. Coates (1961). Coates gives Census figures of 1946
and 1951, and on the basis of these, estimates that in .1961, when the total
population of Ceylon was. 1O,OOO,OOO,thenumberofEnglish'speak,ers would
be 866, 585 (8.68 %), and the number. of monolingual speakers of English would
be about 17,370 (0.17%). He then suggests that the number of speakers to whom.
English would be anL Iwould be "somewhere between" 17,370'.and 866,585.

• • .!. .
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Today, . in 1985, numbers have changed, factors for change being' increases
resulting from' population increase, and decreases resulting from emigration
and the changed linguistic situation in .the country. (Census' figures for 1981
give the total population as 14,850,001,S and the number of those able to read
and write English in the Colombo District English/as 368,369.)6 Nevertheless it
would still be safe to say that a body of persons to whom SLE is an LI exists.

Kandiah (1979) also defines SLE in terms of its acquisition by this body
of speakers who useit as an L I. He describes it as a language that is "picked
up" "in action" at home, and inschool, Examining its structure, he recognises
it as an established variety: "The English that these habitual users of Lankan
English 'pick up' in this verynatural way as the first language of their thought,
action and experience in these spheres would, inItsspoken form be Lankan,
not 'Standatd' English."? This is different to the situation he describes for au
earlier generation in their acquisition of English: "The English that these
people sought to learn and. use was clearly 'Standard'English, the model

· taught .inschools, Owing however, to the natural and inevitable iiltera~tion
between the rules' of their native languages which they already had built into
their minds and those of the unfamiliar language they were now seeking to
acquire, there gradually emerged, particularly in speech, the distinctive form
of English to which the label 'Lankan English' needs .to be. applied. There is

· no doubt that during this formative period of Lankan English .. all of the
psychological processes that Pride mentions would have, in interaction with the

· functions that the language was called upon to perform in society, -played 'a
major role in determining its' distinctive nature and character."! Thus, SLE
in his definition is no longer the outcome of an attempt to learn Std. E., but a
system and variety that is acquired in its established form.

Kandiah also defines SLE in terms of its function : "a sizeable number
of users of English in Sri Lanka habitually use the language as an effective

· first language for various of their purposes, some' for more and others .for less
of them"? Some of the purposes he discusses are polite social intercourse and
other spheres of national life like big business, the import and export trade,
shipping and aviation, the use of libraries in higher education, the higher levels
in various departments, the spheres of law and medicine at which specialists.
operate, andthe tourist i.industry, Kandiah does not however, go into the
question of which variety of English is used in these spheres. My feeling
is that though English is the dominantlanguage in these areas in 1985, in some
of them, e.g. the tourist industry and the use of libraries in higher education,
the variety in use is not necessarily SLE. Similarly, in other areas, e.g. big
business, the user of English is frequently nota person to whom SLE is anL I,
and the variety of English he uses conforms only more or less to the SLE system.
Thus, in termsof the 1985 situation, to label SLE an "effective first language"
seems too hasty.
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SLE is ,also essentially an educated variety. Though Kandiah does not
e this point, it is implicit in his analysis of the educated class to whom it

e "an effective first language", and his description 'of the higher level
in which it functions. H., A. Passe '(1943) comments that "English was

opted by many educated people as their first language.t"v The link between
cation and the class which used English as an L1is clear also in other writers

eDoric de Souza (1969) and Chitra Fernando (1976). t.

It is significant at this stage to notethatthere also existed in Sri Lanka a
ge number of persons who used English as an L. 2 This is clear from Coates'

rojections for 1961. As in the case of SrI Lankans to 'whom English was an
-,-,1,the norm for these speakers to wouldhave been SLE,and not, Std. E.

owever, in terms of theacquisition of SLE, and the functions for which they
d it, these two groups differ, both earlier and now. These differences between

e two groups are given in Tables 1 - 4,11 The variety of English used by L 2
akers would only more or less equate to thesystem of SLE.

Chitra Fernando (1976) gives an insightful analysis of the use of English
- Sri Lanka with reference to the b.lingualisrn of many users. She distinguishes
wee groups of English arid Sinhalabilinguals. Her' Group One corresponds

ainly to those to whom SLE is an L I in terms of the preceding discussion:
She describes them as having "a highly Anglicised life style and speaking a

. ually uniform variety of English whatever its racial origin .. . Such bilinguals
::xe typically members of thelegal.medicalandeducational professions, civil'
servants, commercial executives etc. at the top and middle Of the social scale;
t the lower end are clerks, nurses, stenographers etc, who would shade off

- to Group Two depending on their pronunciation and the degree to which
ey use English in-domestic or'social intercourse."12 She classifies.this group

further on the asis of the variety of English they use, i. e. on the phonological
grammatical, lexical and stylistic, features of their variety of English.

Fernando does not distinguish however' between' those who use English
as an L I, and those who use it as an L2. It is important to note here therefore
that earlier, a large number of those who used English as an L 2, but probably
came into Chitta Fernando's "lower end" of the social scale, would have used
the same variety of English, SLE.· They would have themselves, to a greater or
esser. degree been -distinct from Group Two, whom Fernando describes as

follows: "generally of peasant, lower-middle or working - class origin, (who)
would regard English very much as a-foreign language. " . Differences of racial,

'gin would showup quite clearly in this group. The English pronunciation'
of this group would set them apart not only from native speakers but also
from.v.Group One."13
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My contention here 'is that Group One subsumes both L I' and L 2 users
of SLE, while Group Two comprises only those who use Englishas an L 2 .or
foreign language, but who use a variety that is neither Std;E. nor SLE. L I
and L 2 users of English,within Group One on the other hand,both use SLE,
but differ in the ways shown in Tables 1-4,poth earlier and today. Chitra
Fernando also gives three very interesting tables of the domains and role-

.relations in which middle-class Sinhala bilinguals used English.t+ used Sinhala.P
and of language choice 'in present-day (i.e. 1976)CeyIOli.16 I feel that language
choice for these two categories of bilinguals would be different, especially today,
and tabulate the language choice of the Ll speaker earlier and today (i.e. 1985)
.in Tables 5 and 6. As Chitra Fernando notes in 1976, "The most striking feature

. marking the use of English and Sinhala in present-day Sri Lanka is the invasion
by Sinhala of almost all the areas held by English alone.'?" Though less obvious,

, also interesting is a feature revealed in Tables5 and 6 of a reverse useof-English
in fields where only Sinhala was used earlier, e.g. with domestics in the home,
or the .marketman.

The differentiation of L 1andL,2 users also shows up fields, mostly in the
domain of family, where English still has a monopoly. Thisdoes not emerge
in Chitra Fernando's Figure 3;which is a more general presentation of "langu-
age choice among Sinhala bilinguals in present-day Ceylon." ,

Re-definition of SLE Today
I would contend that the situation today, in 1985, has changed further since

the analyses of both Chitra Fernando (1976) and Kitndiah (1979), and continues
in 'a state of major change. I wouldre-define the current situation as follows.
This re-definitioncharacterises the L 1, rather than the L2, user of SLE.

'Socially, the speaker of SLE today' is (generally) privileged, affluent,
upper or upper middle-class, with a tradition of formal westernised education
behind him" usually educated in urban schools, many of them private; also
with a tradition of anglicised cultural patterns, in employment generally in
the professions, learned occupations and .upper rungs of the government or
commercial hierarchy.' Although still socially privileged, he is less assured today
of these privileges than earlier. , ' '

In terms of language acquisition; he still acquires English at .home. This
is reinforced at school only in 'a few urban private schools where English con-
tinues as the official medium of extra-curricular activities. At home, English
is still acquired for speech by the age offive at the latest, and ,what is acquired
is the established variety, SLE. Socially, the younger generation, but also all
speakers of SLE, are more mobile arid interactive today. They interact more
than earlier with those to whom SLE is not anLl, both in Sinhala and a varie!Y
of English that is neither Std. RnorSLE.ln the case of interaction in Engli ,
he is exposed to the nop.-Std.E., non-SLE variety mainly in listening, buti
somecases he may use this other variety as well.
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Thus, in terms of the acquisition .process, SLEremains unchanged.
ever, once acquired, it no longer achieves the same rapid supremacy as

_~er.18It now 'receives less reinforcement at school, as medium of instruction,
-curricular activities or conversa'ion.. In addition, the SLE speaker's'
contact with Sinhala no longer wanes.asdramatically as it did before.t?

-.'" retains contact with situations in which Sinhala is used, and with Sinhala
~aki'ing groups that are socially more influential' than before.20 In marly.

stances.if.his SinhalaIS defective, he is now at the receiving end of linguistic
-O;>O"'~J.J'mination.s! The group he' interacts with. in Sinhala are economically, .

. ically, socially or educationally often his equals, sometimes his superiors.
--f:IJ ,are an. assertive and upward mobile group, while he himself belongs to

endangered species. Educationally, and in terms of status, the English langu-
weapon hewields.s- still gives him an edge over thisgroup.but the liberalism
his anglicised cultural background, and the ideological andrnoral. frame-
k hehas inherited, ironically enough from this very westernisation, often

him a sense of guilt and embarassmentabout this slight edge, and. triggers
- mhim an attempt to identify with the other group.

In-terms of. his proficjency in Sinhala, he now uses 'a far better-formed
. ty. In earlier times, his proficiency m Sinhala was very tow, inadequate.
. grasp of phonology, morphology, syntax.voeabulary;: register and style.

y his proficiency is quite good, his morphology and syntax are smoother,
nunciation less. anglicised,-In addition, he has a command of a greater
ge of styles and registers. In style, he is able to manipulate neutral and formal
es smoothly,23 Some of this group handle even informal styles without :
arassment, though familiar and rigid styles may still be absent in the reper-
of many. The SLE speaker's greatest problems would still be in the areas

- casual colJoquial Sinhala vocabulary, culture-boundi.ems like idioms and
verbs, and traditional uses of language like salutations, to elders and religious
itaries, or conversational exchange on ceremonial occasions.

Ragged code-switching and transference of lexical items across languages
also a 'feature of their bilingualism, as noted by ChitraFernando.s+ Ragged
e-switching however is a feature for only some in this group. Suc}t bilin-

cals code-switch frequentlyand easily, for purposes of translation, "stylistic
~ ts like, emphasis, humour, sarcasm or no definable purpose. For others, .
wever, there would be an element of self-consciousnessor compulsion in the
oice of language, and in code-switching.

In addition, Sinhala is. no longer the' neglected vernacular it was' earlier.
- is elaborating steadily into a flexible modern language capable of being used

communication ina wide gamut of modern educational and social issues.2s

~is still not used widely as a language of modern scientific 'research, and does
-t have a vocabulary capable of manning some specialised technical registers,26.
t its flexibility and communicative capacity. is considerable, and increasing
dily (avery recent advance is in the registerof advertising). ,



Results of Changes~inSLE $ J.

: ~ - ,,' - ~ 0"' •• "l. • • . .~ J

As a result of these changes', SLE is an uncertain variety today, Itis. charac-
.teJjsedi ,by the. SLEspeaker's o\~1U lack of assurance.-Itis. also far more open

to -pressure from Sinhala, Because of .the SLEuser's enhanced contact with -,
Sinhala, he has once again .become vulnerable to .the psychological processes
of transference -eto.r.Because Sinhala is 'socially more influential than earlier,
and becauseof'-his ownembarassment about his proficiency in English, his

.desire '.to conform to the patterns of the. other group, inchiding., the linguistic .
patterns of Sinhala.ris on the-increase. BecauseSinhala.isonce more a dynamic,
modern language; .itoffers more-exciting resourceson which-he can draw ..

. ".
, •• ~ # •

'. My-. point. isJ that SLE:is currently in a, processof change, and th~t .it is
formingitself afresh in response.to changedsociolinguistic conditions- I wish
to discuss current -changes in .the.phonology of SLE in order-to demonstrate
themore general features of change in Jb.c va,rietY:ll.s.a whole.' . .

, 'IhePhonology ofSLE

.> :' The"phonology .of SLE (or Ceylon Englishj-is analysed in great detailill
~fl'ss:e(1948)/So;me of its. aspects are throughly discussediriKandiah (1965),
Chitta Fernando (1976) also- commentson somephonological features of -SLE.

.The 'variety described is largely the, same in all three cases. However, certain;
.. changes in phonology have been asserting themselves with a greater degreeor'

acceptance. over .the 'last decade' orSO', and these illustrate the overall direction
or'change in SLE:<as'a whole .. " ,," ',,' "'

,_,'dnJhe following discussionofthesechanges, I classifyareas ofclear difference
between-Std. Er-andthe earlier variety ofSLE,·areas of slightdifference, and
problem areasencountered by.learners whichexhibit features. different to both
Standard and Sri Lankan speech. I then outline in relation to these three areas,
the-nature of'tlie' current changes,"- " -:v

.' ~, .

. COnsonants~ , . -~.

_ .. -J ••..

. .
::In- Consonants.: areasin which SLE. differs clearly from Std. E.are.as-

follows: ~.:: .

1. The absence of aspiration in initial ~oic~lessrplosives,27c"
2.' The use' of slightly retroflex 'sounds where Std.E. uses alveolar plosives.

P.asse2& and Kandi§.h29 classify .the Sri-Lankan sOl!!ids as, retroflex.
'[tJ and[dJ, DeSouza (1969) refers to ~'our"sIightly,ilroflex pronu~

; ',' nciatiouof' t and 'd:"30 I would classify; the SriLal'\lf~~~ "t~'aIid "d"
, .asslightly post-alveolar and slightly retroflex, the degr~~:.of how slightly

. ,'varying withrespect to· the .degreeof formality in stYtc·.:'For example,':
in ~ery relaxed; 'intimate, colloquial .speech the pointrof articulation



wouldbe further back, and the tongue more retroflexed. In formal
, conversation with non-intimate and prestigious groups the point of
articulation would be alveolar. In general, many of these features in
which thedifference from Standardspeeclt isone of degree; v'ariation .
will o.ccur along this scale of formality:

. 3:-The'use:of>dental plosivesB] and, [d]where Standard English uses
.fhe fricativesjO] and [3J.31 -

4. The useof a flap articulation [r] rather than the frictionless continuant
of Standard Englis-h for initial [r).n

5. the rtse of a "cldr" 1 infinal position ~here Standard English uses.
it "dark" [ ]. .

.6. . The use of a labia-dental frictionless' continuant1v] for both Standard '
English [vjand [w) initially.P Kandiiih suggetts that the single Sri

" Lankan phoneme lv! used for both ,Standard Englishlv] and jwj has
two allophones, a labio-dental and a bilabial frictionaless continuant,
and that SLE-,selects only the labio-dental allophonein. this position.
I feel that in ,fil}alposition, e.g. in leave, have, the 'Sri Lankan speaker

, :moves from .labio-denial frictionless continuant [V [ to a fricative [v]
along the scale of formality referred to earlier, with respect to vari-
-ation in style.

" Al'e~sof slight difference in Consonants areas follows:
'. ,p:' ,\" . .

1: The degree of lip rounding in-the labial-sounds generally, butparti-
cularly inff]~and [w]. The degree is dependent on the scale of for- .
mality referred to earlier, although these consonants are never
accompaniedin SLE with as much labialisationas in Std.E.

- ..:" -: . -: .' ,;~?'- r. ..:- .. ':- - .

·2.' Another slight deviation, again. dependent on a scaleofformality is
the, doubling of a final consonant ina stressed syllable whenit is

i: -followed- by, an initial vowel in thenext syllable, accompanied by an
, .. absence of juncture over word boundaries. -This is usually found in

,informal and intimate, or "friendly conversation, frequently in lexical
, items that are marked as specially Sri, Lankan, or close t<;!the' Sri

, ', .• Lankan heart;. Examples ate the. articulations given below of, the
.following words and phrases. ~ .'

"

Phrases,

'come "IUI'
'can 'easily
!push toff

, ,

[kammxp] "
[kaenni : zili]
.[Ptif!of) .: (SLE : slangy "go" or "move

off") ,",

(SLE : slangy "That's the end
of that")

'lmatch 'over --[maififo : v~]



Single words

lfully

'pretty
lfinished

(as in "He got fully 'involved.")
(as in "He was pretty good.")

(Halverson (1966) . quotes the
SLE use of "Finished!" as a
general' exclamation for, any
kind of bad orunpleasant result;
e.g:."If Igo without telling the
home people, finished !';34)

The absence of juncture in groups such a, the followillgis a related area:

[fulli}
[pritti]
[finnift]

(as in a sharp order "Not to!"
from a Sri Lankan mother to a
child)

(as in a typically Sri Lankan
statement "What to do, men?
That'slife!)
(asin a relaxed, informal style of
"He'll have a lot to answer for.")

Problem areas for Sinhala learners in the area of Consonants are asfollows»

Inot to [nottu]

'what to [yottu]

110t to ' [lottu]

1. The voiced alveolar fricative [z] of Std. E. and SLE. Kandiah notices
the use of a semi-voiced[~I,or overcorrection, e.g.sees(zi :z] in these

,eontexts.»

2. The, plf differentiation. Both Passe'?and Kandiah» claim that, SLE
uses a voiceless bilabial fricative [F]where the EnglishIfj occurs.
Passe describes "a, voiceless bilabial fricative, made with spread-lips,
the friction heard is produced by blowing air between the lips, which
are brought loosely together." I feel that the sound is' not bilabial but
clearly labio-dental, although lip movement is often laxer than for the
Standard' English sound, and the degree of friction varies once again
with respect to a scale of formality. Kandiahdescrlbe the rangeof
sounds that the Sinhala learner uses in thiscontext-as bilabial plosive
[p ],. weak bilabial fricative (q,] or an affricate [pH 39 .Overcorrection
as inpaddy fields [cp' aediq, 8i.ls] also occurs. '

3. The confusion and indiscriminate-use .of[5] andrJJ. 40

4. The unvoicing, sometimes partial, of finallvoiced plosives."

S. The neutralisation of final nasals to the velar[u] as come come
tomorrow [kalJ tumorro].
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6. .The breaking up of consonant clusters both initially and finally by
dropping consonants, e.g.driver'[daiv~r], typists [taipis], fruit [put],
or inserting vowels, e.g:, station [istee/an] problem Iparobolom],'
Kandiah.also notes two other interesting ways Df dealing with the
problem.st by replacing difficult sounds with. easier Dnes,' e.g.nibs
[nips], or metathesis, 'e.g.risked [rikst].

7. Finar [v]. It was noted earlier that SLE moved from.a la bio-dental
frictionless continuantjv] to' a fricative [vJ in such contexts asleave,
have. -The learner however.as Kandiah notes.O uses eithera diphthong,
e.g, [Ii .u], [hEu]; or selects a bilabial allophone oftvl, e.g, [li:M.],-
[MM.]. ,-

Today, the areas of change in Consonants are characteristically _eithera
- rpening of earlier ereas -of slight difference,' or a -growing infringement of

, er problems into' accepted SLEusage. There is also a growing acceptance
- neutral styles 6( forms that were sanctioned earlier only at very familiar and

sual levels. Thus the doubling of consonants (Slight Differences 2) incasua- "
Ies, now occurs with less reference" to' a scale of formality. Many speaker

ay 110W in more formal contexts like university lectures usethis feature without
self-consciousness, e.g. forcome up in a statement like "Such problems frequ- "

tIy come lIP in the examination of '" where earlier the formality of -,
le and technicality of register would have precluded the presence of this,

eature. Younger university -lecturers, particularly those without Humanitiesor
Arts backgrounds, i.e. from Faculties of Science, Engineering, etc., often demons
strate this feature, while older counterparts, or speakers of SLE from Arts and
Law Faculries do. not. Many of these however, may be those to-whom SLE is
anL2. .

s/zdifferentfation was earlier a learner problem, and SLE was demarcated
from such interlanguages by the presence of this differentition, - Passe,' as at
many otherpoints in his description, does not distinguish clearly between SLE -
usage and that of learners in this area, and mentions the use of a partially
nnvoiced [z] in initialpositionand a weak [s] or a partially unvoiced [zj in.inter
vocalic.and medical positions.e.g.husband [hasbondj.w Kandiah discusses this
areaas a learner problem, but observes that "even in the speech of'many whospeak
Ceylon English fluently, there is a tendency at timesto' slip into a half~voi~ed
b].4S Today's change is that the tendencyto' "slip into" a half-voiced fricative
is gaining- ground iri significant ways. Firstly,it is· heard among westernised,
educated, socially prestigious persons with an apparently angIicised life-style,
who in .other respects may be marked as speakers of SLE.1t is bftenheard~,
among teachers, instructors and lecturers of English11O.t merely in secondary ..
but also. in tertiary institutions.ior in the speech of some television announcers
who in dress and appearance exhibit a high degree of westernisation.Secondly
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, " Other features discussed' under learner problems are still clearly marked as
. such" and remain unacceptablein SLE.'ThusSl.Eiand learner interlanguages
'are still differentiated by tlHi,~absence'in the latterc'of the p/f'differentia:tion, the

, .
"the 'fficial sanctions thatoperatedagainst its inclusiorr in .the ....system'ef'Sl.B
r (de' Souza's "unintentional' smile" or "'raised ey~brow"46)rarely operates
toaay: Thirdly,th~'speaker'of SLE who does not include this feature in his

i"~ystemmay still' useit'for certain purposes in-other contexts; e.g.: when using
loan" words frorri English in, Sinhala as'in husband (hasbont) ,..:or bull-dozer

(buldoso); or in slow,' careful, repetetive speech to '.~ learner who fails to'
understand a first articulation that contained strongly voiced fricatives. Thus,

, although admittedly in other contexts, this, speaker is already vulnerable to' a
,'break<;lown of-voicing in alveolar fricatives. Fourthly, the speaker-of SLE who
-includes this-featurefrequently lives in a Jess isolatedsocialcontext than the

. one who doesnot. As the social interactivity.of thespeaker o('SLE increases,
his vulnerabilityto this feature also' app~ars to.increase. Finally, SLE today
allows for a range of variation in this feature. Asa result, a child is presented

,with-an uncertain system at-this-point, Change is therefore more likely to move
. in the ,clirection ofthe sound used by, the, majority than that acquired within
"the.immediate family; In fact; children of-parents who use a conservative SLE '
, system, are incrcasinglybi-dialectal 6~1 such, pol!J.ts today, us~n~,the, parental

system' within the family ..• and a .more democratic one within the peer-group.

, Where the changedoesoccur, itis most frequent medially,. absurd [aebs;).t],
'exagge~ate [ek~aed~'~re':tj, and only then finally,boys [boi~], comes [kamz],

<wii~rea partiallyunvoiced [Z] 'may' be used.'It is stillrare in SLE'Initially,
,:,~'{zoo[~uj:' . .,,:, ' , ' ." " . '; ' ', ...,', ~

l' .'

[.)),is another sound that is.currently subject to. change. In final position..
-In.words such.asbeige.rouge, camouflage, barrage,most speakers todayusethe
'affricatiye [d3]"whereas earlier the .hJ,prollunciatio~,still.had~prestige~Nalue,
':Medially.ca growing numberof speakers, usually those towhom'Sl.Bis.anL 1.
often the younger group, use(jJ as inmeasure[int-je], corrosion [koro ;J;mJ. '

:~:i'.;In. final, Iy:!; where -the-speaker. gfSLE movedearlier between frictionless
;continuant [v]·andfricative [v], the diphthong or bilabial allophone (;\'\)u~ed by,
;:tQ~Iearner is more frequently heard; ,,0(the.4in<;l(consonant is omitted. as in
five.,mtnutes-[f{).i minits], .five. credits [fai kredits], or: very weakly articulated.

, •. Asin,the c.ase'0f's!z"tbis occurs even among:t1.J:~~~-~hQin other asp~cts()ts9ciiu
,:,p?s,i~ion. arid ,po;wei; dress and.appearance,and.generallife-style, conXqr~Jto

, " :rthe,patterli of the speaker of SLE; ~lso among teachers and.instructors of :E~g;li~,h
.Generally however, it is still not found.in the system of those, to whom ~,LE
is.an 1,.1.; social;~~p~tio.ns,stiIl operat~p~ildly~~aInsi it'; the speaker:~~o'ra:nges
(rom IV] to [v]cneverselects [A':j or a diphthongeven for special purposesof'
, intelligbilityor in loan \V.~l·<f~.,For these pirposeslj.e .would only move, 'alonga scale offridion. ' , " ': ' .' " , . . ': ,-

- 7" - • • • : 1



mdiscriminate use ofs//, the devoioingof final .,plpsives,. the neutralisation of
final nasals, and the breaking up of consonant clusters; . Two- slightintrusions
howevever, should be mentioned :. . -

,The loss ;f's;llilbic consolla~tsLm, (IV),(ty);,th~;~i~,t~e'iri~l~~ion of the'
optional f~]noted in DanielJoneS"English Pronouncing ..Dictionary in such
words asorganisation, uncle. In some. of-these contexts, Daniel jor~es includes
an optional [~], e.g. [o:g:maiz:;;:U'.(~)~], hut notj.n others, e.g:[A'nki]': .

- ' •• • ~ - '. "!

· In an-over-used word liketimetable, a. Sri Lankanised pronunciation
[tainteebolj- is h.eard in the speechof those who in other contexts use' all. three
nasals in final position, withoutt;:e~tra:lising' thesyto [ur.· - _.' .'

· . . " '::.

· .Thusyalthough several features demarcate' -the consonant system of SLE
from patterns 'that occur among learners, there is today all area of change .which
is ·chara~terii;ed.lfy a -new~vulnerability to the' patterns of Sililialli/a range of'
variant forms" and ~_nuncertaintyin the system:' .

_ •.• ~.1' ••• ~ •.• J :~_

Vowels' " . . . ....: ..

In the area of Vowels, areas in which 'SLE'differs: from Std.rB, areas
follows r :

- 1. Thequalityof simple vowels. Passe notesthat."the long vowels inthe
'-.'"Ceylon pronunciation- of English are shorter than-those heard in similar

phonetic contexts and under similar. phonetic conditions In Received
Prominciation."47 .' .,

y,; 2. The use of long ~o~~l~' (e.r.and (o:),.'in S1;.,i.'w~ere Stck ,~.uses the

diphthongs rei] and[ou], Some Tamil, speakers QfS,LI!_us~-:[ei]when
there is an i in spelling, e.g. bait [belt], . but a long vowel [e:] if

: there is not,O'e::g.bate [be-:t].48 _ "Jo . ';~',

. .

3, The use of [0:] in some contexts whereStd. E. uses [:>:] or [o~].
. ··,passe notices-that the spelling combinationspre" our,>oaf:and some
.rwords.with or;,which arepronounced [0] in Std.(E:, are-articulated

with [0:} inSLE. Examples :a.rctbore, pour, 'boar; port, while other
words.wlth or, e.g, sort are given the samepronunciationasin Std.E:49'
Spelling combination oor also.falls into .thi~group-e-g. 4901' ..

. -.. -. . :. .

~.• -;" ~.". 't'~ l" T' ", . .t' _ - . > " - ." .

4.. Tht: use ofa sh6rtba~kr~und~dJlalf:Cl<?~~ vowel [o]'in wordsIike.osnr
.: [omit], "co-operate [ko.:>pareet],n1'Or.nentf.JUs [momentos] where Std,E.

would use'[ou]; e.g. [oumit],o'[kou6p~reit1. [nioumei.lt~si."· .

- 5:->The
c

difference in-the- quality at-dipnth'-ongsi50:Std.E. uses falling diph- •
thongs, whereasrirrSl.B thefirstelements-is only slightly-mote 'proini-
nent than theseeond element: SLE diphthongs are also-usually-shorter

· ~ - than -thecorresponding ,Std;E. sounds .. ~.' . .. ";"},



6; The use of the diphthongrea] whereStd.E. uses [e;)],e~g.,there [Std;E
eOl,SLE t!.ea.5\

7., The use of long vowels where Std. E. uses diphthongs in some contexts
,before r.52 ' Spelling combinations er, ar, ur fall into this' category -,
serious' [Std. E. siorias SLE. si .ries],parent [Std.E. peoront SLE,
pe:r~ilt],jury "[Std: E. fjueri SLE. fju.ri], while combinations ear.
eer, air, are pronounced [i;)] and[eo] asin Std. E., e.fear, career,

,dairy.

8. In the diphthongs [ail, [oil, [au] the final element comes fairly close to
, the frictionless continuants [j] and [wjin casual colloquial apeech, i.e,

on the furthest point of the scale of formality, e.g. "so,how' how?"
[haw] in the sense of "And how are you,?""Why, why?" [wajj in a
persistent question; "Boy!" lboj] in a sharp summons to a servant.

'9. The diphthongisation of thetripbthong [aue] or the use of a long vowel
as in hour '[Std.E. aua SlE.aa, a:;},]flour [Std. E.nau:;} SLE. flaa],

flower [Std.E, flauo SLE. fla;)]., '

10. ,A' slight tendency to replace the middle element of triphthongs[aue]
and [ai~] with bilabial or palatal frictionless continuants in casua'.
colloquial styles; e.g, power [pav~l as in casual "He's gota lot. of
power" fire [faj~] as in casual "There was a big fire." ,

" '

11.' The use of [a] for final a,ah in unstressed syllables where Std. E. uses
[e],53 e.g. America [Std.E, emerikeSLE. omerika], verandah [Std.E·
veraenda SLE.vOlraenda]. ' .

12. The non-use of the neutralvowelinweak forms of words likeat, for
.of, to, do, should, wouldetc;54 '

13. The tendenceyto use the n~\ltraivoweI [~], or a sound intermediate
, between the full vowel [e] and [~] in ali unstressed vowels in final sylla-
bles. Passe gives a full list which includes Past Tense and Past Participle

. forms with -ed, e.g. selected, Third Person Singular Present forms in
es, e.g, marches, plurals in es,e.g.nurses, and othersuffixesrvccs, e.g.
spinach, -agee.g. message,-ain e.g, captain, -atee.g. fortunate, '-egef
-edge e.g. college, knowledge, -ene.g, chicken, ess e.g. mistress, ' -est
e.g, dearest, -et e:g.,ticket,-Iesse.g. careless, -nesse.g. darkness.~5

The areas of clear diffetenceremain unchanged -today. However, sligh
deviations, as in Consonants, are becoming greater in degree or wider in distri-
bution. Where degrees of deviation occur along a scale of formality, adeviation
that was seen only in casual styles; might now occur in less casual ones. For
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example, deviation8 above, i.e, the move in the second element of diphthongs
.], [::li], [au] towards bilabial and palatal frictionless continuants in easy
uoquia'tstyles in becoming more widespread. So is .deviation 10' above,

~ e similar, move in the middle elements of triphthongs [aiel and [atl~] •.

These areas of change are marked off from learner problems. The main
blem that demarcates learner interlanguages from SLE is the substitution

:-a closer back vowel[0] where Std.E, uses[:)],56 e.g. riot ]riot,) caught (kort)- .
e use of[0] in SLE in a few contexts where Std.E, uses [::l]has already been
ted -bore; pour, dooretc.;i.e. deviation 3 above. In such' cases, the speaker

. erentiates between the pronunciationofcaught, and court which are pro-·
_ unced alike in Std'-E., but not betweencourt and coat' which are

nounced differently in Std.E, The Sinhalalearner pronounces all three alike
[ko:t]. This is tabulatedin Table 7. - .

. .

, As an additional problem; the SinhalaIearner frequently works with only
ee levels.of openness for back vowels in opposition-to Jour in SLE.- He

_ erally uses the three back vowels of Sinhala, close [u], mid [0], open [a].54

e back vowel phonemes. ofSLE are close[U], half-close [0], half-open[h, :)].

'n [a]. Consequently, the back mid vowel of SiiIhala is used for both SLE
_0] and lol- As a result, in the articulation ofcaught the learner uses a closer

nnd than acceptable in. SLE., Similarly, incoat his sound is more open than.
acceptable. This learner problem is demarcated from SLE as earlier, and as
hanging today: It is frequently heard however in the L2 user of English whom

Chitta Fernando (1976) classifies as GroupTwo, and with whom thespeaker
f SLE, interacts increasingly in contexts in which English is spoken.' .

tress.

In the use of Stress, areasin: which SLE differs from Std. E. areas follows:

1. All stressing in SLE is comparatively weak. Passe, notes that "words
and syllables that are prominent in RP become lessprominent and.some
of the unstressed syllables are raised to an almost equal degree of

.prominence with the stressed ones."58 Several differentiable -degrees .
of stress are not used as in Std.E', e.g.photographic (Std. E. fou2 r .ta
grace' -fik3), instead only strong. and weak, stress operate, e.g.

Str Wk Wk Wk
.[Sl.E. The strongly stressed syllable isonly

foo- ti) - grae - fik].

slightly more prominent than the others. This differentiation would'
however vary in degree with respect to the scale. of formality.
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,With" 0

, -

observeoccur, offend, confession.
, . .:. . ~.

-~2.,-,The incorrect placing of stresson the first syllable.~9 Representative
examples-from Passe areaddress [Std.E, o'dres SLE. 'edres],adverti-
tisement[Std.Erad'votisment SLE. 'ae dva: tisment],America [Std.E,
~'meri~SLE. 'emorika]. - ,

- ';Uowever,although these pronunciations were current earlier, theStd.B,
forms were the more widely used in-SLE, and the-sanctions mentioned
by de SOLlza60were likely.to have operated against them.'< :«:

'3. 'stress 'inco'r'rectly.placed onthe second syllable.6i Passeattributes this'
to the tendency in Sinhala to give prominence to the secondisyllable if
it is longer than 'thefirst. Representative examples areatmosphere
[Std.E. ','aetm:lsfie SLE. aet'mosfiej,monarch (Std:E. 'monok StE
m:lmiak.]' " ,

4: In general.vthe'fendencyto front ~tressinJPolysyllablc words.in SLE
leadsto patterns-likeapostolic [Std.Kae p::i3s'tolik SLE. ae' 3}>:,st:llikj.

--;' . . . ...f :. ~ _.

-Changes today have led to. the 'replacement. of subtie11l0veme~t _along a
-scale of formality in the degree of stress differentiation 'with two fairly clear
styles,neiitral and formal. Casual to heutral stylesall use a singlepattern similar
tothat given as SLE in I above. The formal styleusesa' combination of strong
(what could sound artificially-strongin the Sri' Lankan system) and very weak

'stresses; This falling together of a range of styles is typical of SLE today.
.' ",", _ ,,~. • ,,' • J •

"' ~.-
In 2.above, the use of the forms given as Sri Lankan is more widespread

today. The sanctions against them do not operate. In fact, they sometimes
operatein the reverse, and those who5till use the Std..E. forms' could be-con-
sidered.a dinosaur breed, oraffected. ,Othecexamples in which pronunciation
with fronted stress are commonly used today are given below. The Std.Bt

,pronunciation of these words too however isalso.current.
, ,

With',a : ,_.fl:bility,assess, absurd, additional administration, .irnmaterial,

. j:....,".

submit, supprcss,sufficient, support.With ,U

. " .

,',As regards 4 above, there is-a large amountof socially sanctioned variation'
today in the placingof stress and thepronunciation of vowels in polysyllabic
words. This variation" is not systematic. For example, there is marked confu.•

,-sionin 'tIreplacement of stress in words of the following type even among conser-
vative L 1 speakers of SLE. _"r. ;

;54-
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ject
Noun
'~bd3ekt'
'sxspekt> _

, 'bli:g
"kantaekt.
'konvikt

Verb'
ob'dekt '

-sQs'pekt

: r- ,' kon'taekt "
-ksn'vikt

- q. ~ . J '[ •

Many speakers confuse Noun an~ Verb forms, e.g. using either ['s~spekt]
[sos'pekt] for both,either ['kontaekt] or jkon'taektj for both, or [ka:li:g]
the nouncolleague. It might be expected' that the speaker who uses [iSAspekt]
Verb.would also-use [Hcontaekt], but this is not.necessarily.so.iThus vari- ,

. nis,un~y,.steirlaticeven-within the 'speech of a single speaker. -This confusion,'
seems-indicative of a more general feature of'uncertainty insui as a whole
- ay.. 19?5 SLE is no longer an established or assured variety. ' ..' _

In the area' o{Intonatio-~, the main differ~~ce'in SLE is r~the use of flitter
. tonation curves than inStd.E.62. 'This iSlllustratediidhe tunes 'of SteLE. :

d S~E given in fa,sse63".,for, the question "What-amJ, to do 7" .reproduced
10v{ :, ,; c' :', ,(', ,,' ," " ~,' ,: :. ~.;' "

Std,E. SLE'

II
-:;~..

Dr 't:) : lalj:1 "

This difference remains unchanged. However, 'earlier the range onuties
ed"in SLEvaiiedsubtly,with a move towards "'Std,E. tunes," depending
. formality o'f style. "Todaythis-subtle sharpening of curves -to'match formality

. less evident. It is replaced by the, use of the flatter curve in all styles from
sual to neutral, with a sharpened (sometimes exaggeratedly sharpened in L 2 .

speakers) curve in formal styles. This parallels the replacement of a range of
degrees of stress differentiation by two main patterns. ' , . " "

pelling Pronunciations "
. "

. . .' . , '.

A further change inpronunciationtodayia the extension of spelling or
orthographic pronunciations..In addition to those noted' by Passe,64 are a
number'of others today of the typeAsia [!~fia],Russia [rA/ia], thorough [tAro:].
This is indicative of a change in acquisition habits. SLE is still learnt "in action,"
but in limited or 'lessened speech action, where speakers operate with reduced '
vocabularies in speech. but larger vocabularies in reading.' '
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Conclusion

Changes in the phonology of SLE today mirror the following patterns
change in the variety as a whole. SLE today is an uncertain system at man
points. A large number of variant forms are acceptable at several of these
points, and these variations are sometimes unsystematic, even within the speech
ofa single speaker. Children who acquire SLE as an established variety, 'are

, confronted with this uncertain system, and are often bi-dialectalin these indeter-

minate areas.

There 1S a simplification of the subtle scale of formality along which the
speaker ofSLE adjusted from familiar to formal styles. Earlier characteristically
SLE patterns were accepted largely in familiar, casual styles, andas a speech

, . situation increased in formality, the speaker shited closer t()Std.E. patterns.
.Now a singleSLE pattern is increasingly used without variation 'in familiar to
neutral styles, and a second pattern closer to Std.E. and more sharplydifferen.
tiated from th~SLE one is used1)1formal styles. Thus a range of styles is collap-
sing into two mote clearly 'demarcated ones.

, " ,There is a' growing acceptance of a few patterns that earlier belonged to
"the areaofleamer problems and were marked asunacceptable by the operation

of social sanctions.' These' sanctions do' not' operate at these .points today,
though they still demarcate other areas that remain unacceptable. As a new
feature, sanctions sometimes operate in the reverse.

Psychological processes like transference and interference appear to be
operating afresh, this time on' SLE,' especially in the, case of L2 users of SLE.
The'SLE speaker in general is characterised by a tremendous new vulnerability
to the patterns of Sinhala.

The, L 1 user of SLE remains isolated, in his, adherence to some features
of the earlier system; and in his still almost exclusive use of English in the domain
of the Family." '

Siromi Fernando
Department of English
University of Colombo, Sri Lanka
1985.
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TABLE 1 .

THE L I .USER OF SLE· -EARLIER

Acquisition of SLE

Domains in which SLE
is used

Role Relations for. which
, SLEisused

Proficiency in Sinhala .

Interaction with Sri Lankans
or other types

in the home, by age five at latest.

Family, Friendship,School,
Employment, Public Life,

in all except lower level relationships,
. or those with monolinguals or .
receiver bilinguals in all domains ..

Very Low.

Limited

TABLE 1

THE L 2 USER OF SLE - EARLIER·

Acquisition of SLE

Domains in whichSLE
is used

Role Relations for which
.Sinhala is used

Proficiency in .Sinhala

Interaction with Sri
Lankans of other types

in the school, at a later age.

Friendship, School; Employment,
Public Life.

in most Family relationships, and
many in Friendship. Only in lower
level relationships in other
Domains ...

Good.

Wide.

T~BLE 3

THE L I USER OF .SLE - 1985

Acquisition of SLE

Domains in which SLE
is used

Role Relations for which
SLE is used

Proficiency in Sinhala .

Interaction with Sri
Lankans of other types

same as earlier

SLE now shares all Domains
except Family with Sinhala.
Even in Farnily Sinhala is used a

. little more.

SLE shares all except those with
other L 1 users with Sinhala.
Even with L I users, Sinhala is .
usedaIittle more.

Quite good.

Quite wide ..
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TABLE 4

Acquisition of SLE

THE L 2 USER OF SLE - 1985

Domains in which SLE is used: ,
Role Relations for which
SLE is used
Proficiency in Sinhala .
Interaction with Sri
Lankans of other types

Later than earlier, sometimes
through school, private 'classes,
conscious effort. of parents,
television,pul?lic life,
Employment, Public Life,
higher level relationships in
Employment and Public Life,

Good
Wide

Domain

TABLE 5
Language Choice for the Adult Speaker o[SLEAsan L1-Earlier

Role Relations Language* Locale Topic

Grandfather E all all
Grandmother E, perhaps S depends depends

Father E all all
Mother E, occasionally S depends depends
Siblings E all all
Children (Older) E except in presenceof

younger children
all all
all all
all all
all all
except in S medium

lessons
all

some some
except in Smedium
lessons
except in S medium
lessons
all all
all all
most most
all all
except in presence of
monolinguals ,

Police & Forces' E all all
Business Contacts E, S depends depends
Shop Assistants E all all
Marketman S all all
Vendor S all all
Millt, Bread, Paper Man S all all
l;>hoby 'S all ail

*' "E, S" in the Table indicates that both languages are used, either with different interlocutors
or with the same interlocutor in roughly equal proportions, Where one language isfollowed
bythe other accompanied by some qualifying comment, the first is the dominant language,
but the second is used under the conditions stated. The Table represents alarge number
of cases, not all. Some exceptions would be the use of reported speech in S, or the use of S
out of deference' to the presence of a monolingual S speaker. Such deference -would how-
ever have been rare earlier. -

FAMILY

FRIENDSHIP
EDUCATION

Domestics-
Visitors
All
Administrators
Teachers

Minor Employees
Students:

Primary
Secondary

Tertiary

EMPLOYMENT Superior ,-
Colleague
Subordinate
Doctor
Lawyer & Courts

PUBLIC
LIFE

/

.-

S
E
E

.E~. except S or
Primary

E, S

S
E

E

E
E
S, sometimesE
E
E

.'

all
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TABLE 6

Language Choice for the Adult Speaker of SLE as An L 1 -.Today 1985

Domain Role Relations Language Locale =Topic

FAMILY Grandfather E most most
Grandmother E, perhaps S depends depends
Father E most most
Mother p occasionally S depends depends~.
Siblings E most most
Children (Older) ., S depends depends1:0,

Domestics S, occasionally E depends depends
Visitors <, E, S depends depends"

" FRIENDSHIP Family Friends -E- most "" most
Neighbours E, S depends depends
Friend from School, E, S depends depends
Tertiary Institution,
Workplace

EDUCATION Administrators E, S depends depends
"Teachers E, S depends depends
Minor Employees S, occasionally E all all
Students:

Primary S, sometimesE some some
""Secondary E," S all "" all
Tertiary :e, S all all

EMPLOYMENT Superior E, S depends depends
Colleague E S "depends depends,
Subordinate S, occasionally" E depends depends

PUBLIC DQ.ctor " E all all
LIFE" Lawyer & Courts E, S depends depends

Police & Forces E, S
"Business Contacts E; S

Banks E, S
"Post Office" E, S
Government Offices E, S
Commercial Sector E" .s

" ,
Shop Assistants E, S

" Marketman P" Sc, ""Vendor E, S
Milk, Bread.T'aper.Man S, sometimes E

" "Dhoby (raretoday) S all all

TABLE 7

The Pronunciation 9f "Caught," and "Coat""

(kc:t) (kout) (ko:t)

Std.E. caught
court

coat

SLE. caught court
coat

Sinhala
Learner

caught
court
coat
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